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REMARKS

Reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejections of this application and consideration

and entry of this paper are respectfully requested in view of the herein remarks, which place the

^plication in condition for allowance.

T STA-pTi^ ri.AJTVTS AND FQPMAl MATTERS

With the cancellation ofclaim 2 and the addition of clahns 16-20, claims 1
.

3-10 and 12-

20 are now pending. No new matter has been added.

Examples of support, though not necessarily the sole support, for the various claim

amendments are as follows:
2 ^ o3

Claim 1 includes the definition of from previous claim 2, the definition ofR andR

from previous claim 3 and the definition ofX from page 9, Une 25 through page 10. line 6 of the

Specification. .

Claims 1 and 3 have been amended to delete reference to alkenyl and alkynyl for R .

Claim 16 includes the features defined on page 7. lines 25-28.

Claim 17 includes the features defined on page 7. line 29 through page 8, line 4.

Claim 18 includes the features defined on page 10, lines 7-12.

Claim 19 includes the features of claims 1, 4, 5, 12 and 16-18.

Claim 20 includes the features of claim 19 and defines R^ and R^based on the moieties

disclosed in the Examples (see pages 1 8-32 of the specification).

It is submitted that the claims, herewith and as originally presented, are patentably

distinct over the prior art cited in the Office Action, and that these claims were in fidl compliance

with the requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 1 12. The amendments of the claims, as presented herem.

are not made for purposes of patentability within the meaning of 35 U.S.C. §§§§ 101, 102, 103

or 112. Rather, these amendments and additions are made simply for clarification and to round

out the scope of protection to which Applicants are entitled.

Ti THE 3MT « r' 8112 REJi^rTirtN HAS BEEN OVERCOME

While it is not conceded that the Examiner has properly stated a case for lack of

enablement, in order to expedite prosecution, recitation of the alkenyl and alkynyl groups, which

served as the basis of the rejection, has been deleted. Therefore, this rejection has been rendered
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^oot and can be withdrawn. Applicants reserve the right to file a continuing or divisional

application to reintroduce the delete subjectmatter and further contest this rej^^^^^^

T^p TT S C. V--^")
i^iTlFrTION H AS BFFN OVERCOME

Claims 1-10 and 12-15 were rejected as allegedly being unpatentable over Giencke et al.

(WO 97/08156) or Lorenz et al. (U.S. Patent 6,069,1 14) in view ofCharkrabarti et al.

Tetrahedron, vol. 31(16): 1879-1882, (1975). Reconsideration and withdrawal of this rejectxon

is requested based on the following reasons.

Note: U.S. Patent 6.239.071 is an English language equivalent ofWO 97/08156. All references

to figures and pages for Giencke et al. refer to this '071 patent.

-n.e appUcants' counterarguments to the Examiner's statements on pages 8-9 of the previous

Office Action are folded into the response to the Examiner's statements made on page 11. The

applicants' rebuttal begins againstthe Comparative Data section on the middle ofpage 9.

Examiner's Comparative Data Analysis Is Incorrect
, iar

It is well known thatPTO poUcy is to follow Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1,

USPQ 459 (1966) in the consideration and determination ofobviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103.

The "Graham" factors also include the factual inquiry for "evaluating evidence of secondary

considerations." It appears from the Examiner' s rebuttal that he is requiring such data to be m

affadavit form as per 37 CFR 1.132. However, there is no PTO requirement for such a

presentation when the evidence of secondary consideration is present in the specification as m

the present case (Note that the same Title 18. Section 1001 acknowledgement which usuaUy ends

a Rule 132 declaration is the same acknowledgement which is presented witii the

Oath/Declaration filed with the application)-see also MPEP716.02(f)-Advantages
Disclosed

or Inherent - which states in part "The totality ofthe record must be considered when

determiningwhetheraclaimed invention would have been obvious to oneof ordinary sk^llmthe

art at the time tiie invention was made. Therefore, evidence and arguments directed to

advantages not disclosed in the specification cannot be disregarded. In re Chu, 66 F.3d 292,

298-99, 36USPQ2d 1089, 1094-95 (Fed. Cir. 1995)" (emphasis added).
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The Examiner also appears to object to the fact that the specification indicates that the

comparative examplewasftomU.S.Patent5.084,570andnot
the priorartcitedbytheExanuner

inhxs rejection citingthe first paragraph
ofMPEP716.02(e)andsectionnofMPEP716.02(e^^

However, it is unclear why the Examiner omitted MPEP 716.02. which is Section I - The

Claimed mventionMay Be Compared withPrior Art That Is Closer Tlian That Apphedbythe

Examiner which reads as follows:

"Annlicants may compare the claimed invention with prior art that is more closely

rdSTtheTnSn than the prior art rehed upon by the ex^er. In re

related to
^^"^^ ^gpQ ^CCPA 1978); Ex parte Humber, 217

US^oTe/^/'A^^^ ^° ^ substituted compound were

yefi?ed^ obvioS^over nonchlorinated analogs of the clamied compound
rejected

^ j^sults for the claimed compound as compared

cL ;f obXusness because the compounds compared against were closer

to the claimed invention than the prior art rehed iq)on.).

In the present application. Comparative Example f) in the specification uses the same

starting material
(2-amino-4-methylthio-6-(l-chloroisopropyl)-1.3.5-triazine).

the same

chlorinating reagent (chlorine gas) to make the same end product (2.amino-4-chloro-6-(l-

chloroisopropyl)-1.3.5-triazine) as Example e) which shows an embodiment of the applicants'

claimed invention and differs in the chlorinating step only by the type of solvent used

(Comparative Example f) uses a solvent which is not essentially anhydrous (trichloromethane)

whereas Example e) uses an essentially anhydrous solvent (glacial acetic acid)). The total yield

of the end product based on this difference when comparing the inventive Examples vs. the

Comparative Example was profound. 8O0/0 vs. 10%, which would be viewed by those of skill m

the art to be a most unexpected result.

While it is certainly understandable that it is difficult to have instantaneous recall of all

aspects of the MPEP, it nonetheless strains creduhty to believe that the Examiner inadvert^itly

skipped section I ofMPEP 716.02(e) when he recites the passages which immediately precede

and follow section I. Just as it is improper to "pick and choose" from within the constructs of the

prior art to fit an applicants' claimed invention, it also improper to "pick and choose" from

within the MPEP without considering their disclosures as a whole.

, . 00252902
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Oienc.ean,Loren.R^erences Were ^ot ConsUere. As a WHole

^^'^^^^^J^
WJretHerTHeseReferencesRepresenteaCioserFHorAHTH^^^^^

comparative exaxnple g) was derived from U.S. Patent 5.084.570 whach exphc.tly

defines the starting material, endproductandprocess conditions and yields and se.^^

closer example that the generic teachings offered in the Giencke et al. and Lorenz et al.

references relied upon by the Examiner.
ift^

Referring again to MPEP 2141, it is stated in part that "When applying 35 U.S.C. 103,

the foUowing tenets ofpatent law must be adhered to:

(A) The claimed invention must be considered as a whole;

(B) The references considered must be considered as a whole..."

(emphasis added)

When making the "as a whole" assessment of«h« the Gienoke et al. and Lorenz e, al.

^ferences teach, it is clear that they are directed toward fonnation ofmuch tagerco^poun^

U,an the end p^ducsresulttogftom the claimed in™«on.i.e.«.e end products ofthtsclanned

i„venUon are used as the s««<»«»«-i^ror .he invendonof Giencke
e.al.a«il.renzet a^.

Given this fact, it is not surphsing that little infonnation is given as to how to make ftc

compo,n,ds represents hy formula (IV) in Gienekeetal. and fonnulaCXn) in ix-renzetal. nor

are .here any examples showing any method ofmaking
speciSe embodiments ofUns compo™«i

wtohcan serve asacompaHson. This isnotto say that compounds of fonnulaOVyCXH) were

ud^ow. at d.e time of their respective invenUons. To the contrary, methods of making these

compounds were known in the art as is exemphfled by U.S. Patent 5,084,570. However, the

claims at issue are
claims and as such the Giencke e, al. and D>renz « al.

merely show a generic recitation ofcompounds and does no. offer any reasonable bas.s for a

pmper comparison and certain no. any better drat dre specific conditions which were de^nbcd

by the comparative example taught in U.S. Patent 5.084,570.

MPEP 706.02(e). section ffl - The Claimed Invention May Be Compared with the

aosest Subject Matter That Exists in the Prior Art - reads as follows:

•Aldioush evidence ofunexpected results must compare tt.e cWmed invention

v^hfte clo^ prior art, appUcam is not required to compare the clamed

-15-
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of the claimed invention imder 35U.S.C.103 wouta
lf9«^;

S ^
the results ofthe invention with the results ofthe invention. 357 F.2d at 422,

148 USPQ at 714.)." (emphasis added)

Requiring a comparison against Giencke et al. or U>renz et al., which is not even the

closest prior art. would also improperly require a test against the applicants' own

invention given the lack of direction given in Giencke et al. and Lorenz et al.

'^Argunu.nts ofCounsel" Merely Reflected What Was Already Disclosed in the Specification

The previous argument with regard to the showing of unexpected results as well as those

„.ade above are not arguments or the attempted introduction of facts not previously disclosed.

these are merely a recitation of the facts which are found in the specification, specifically the

process steps and result of the comparison between
Comparative Example f) and Example e).

The Examiner also argues that the applicants have not offered any valid reasoning why U

is necessary to use varying conditions in the comparative data andpoints to the diiferencesmsur

time after introduction of the chlorine gas. However, the answer is self-evident from a reading of

the text in the Examples. Example f) uses glacial acetic acid which is known even by those

without skill in the art to be a viscous liquid (text states that the mixture is a suspension) whereas

Example f) uses trichloromethane (chloroform) or tetrachloromethane (carbon tetrachloride)

which is know even bythose without skill in the art to be liquids(text states that the mixture isa

solution). If anything, stirring of a solution in 1 5 minutes should've resulted in greater exposure

time ofthe starting material to the chlorine gas than 90 minutes in suspension and should've

beenexpectedtoyieldmorefmalproductthanthe
IQo/o which was observed.

The Examiner did cited section U ofMPEP 706.02(e) which included a passage which

read "Where comparison is not identical with the reference disclosure...and if not explained

should be noted and evaluated.. ./« Armstrong, 280 F.2d 132, 126 USPQ 281 (CCPA

1960)(deviatlons from exao^ples were inconsequential)" (emphasis added). The deviations in

timing are inconsequential and have a rational basis in the art and as such there is no basis for the

Examiner's position in attempting to assign weight to the mixing time without any supporting

. , 00252902
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evidcnceofhis own winch is required since theinitial burden for establishu^^

of obviousness resides with the Examiner.

OpHmizationofConditionsRequiresRecognUionofResultsEffective
Variable

As argued above, the applicants have shown unexpected results and that the chotce of

solvent isacritical parameter. The Exan^ier argues that the applicants have not shown evxd^^^

why optimizing the parameters IS NOT^ obvious variant from the prior art references

disclosed by the Ex^iner. However, the imtial evidentiary burden is on the Examiner to show

that the prior art to show that the solvent parameter IS an obvious variant. In order for the

Examiner to establish this he must show that a particular parameter was first be recogmzed as a

result-effective variable, i.e.. a variable which achieves a recogmzed result, before the

determination ofthe optimum or workable ranges ofsaid variable might be characterized as

routine experimentation. In re Antonie, 559 F.2d 618, 195 USPQ 6 (CCPA 1977) - see also

MPEP 2145, sections. As of this writing, this evidentiary burden had not been met.

Teaching ofChakrabara Is Directed to a Different Invention and Is Also Applied to the

GienckeetaL andLorenzetaL in a Manner Differentfrom AppUcants' aaimed Process

The Examiner recognizes that Chakrabarti alone does not teach the applicants' clamied

process as it is not used alone to reject the claims or as the primary reference against the process

claims but merelyasasupplementary
reference in an attempt to remedy the deficienciesofthe

Giencke et al. and Lorenz et al. references.

However, unlike the normal situation where the secondary reference is argued by the

Examiner to be combinable with the primary reference with the requisite motivation and

reasonable expectation for success, bolh the Giencke et al. and Lorenz et al. references actually

dictate howtheChakrabarti reference is to be used bythoseofskill in the art within the context

of their invention.

Applying the teachings of col. 18, lines 45-55 from lorenz et al. results in the following

process:
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Process of Giencke et al. and Lorenz et al.after applying Chakrabarti's teaching

C4-Ci-S'

essentially anhydrous^

solvent

N

X.
r3

Applicants process (generalized)

MPEP 2143 03 states in part that "To establish primafacie obviousness of a claimed invention,

allclaitnlimitationsmustbetaughtorsuggestedbythepriorart."
In re Royka. 490 Y.26 9Sl,

180 USPQ 580 (CCPA 1974)". When applying the teaching of Chakrabarti to Giencke et al. and

Lorenz etaUoneofordinary skill in the an still arrives ataprocess that differs in atleast two

different aspects, i.e. the lack ofan amine group at the 4-position and the use of a different

solvent i e. even if the Examiner's logic that applying Chakrabarti's process conditions results m

high cWorination yields, it still does not explain the differences in the 4-position and the use of a

different solvent.

There is no motivation or teaching to modify the process from either Chakrabarti,

Giencke etal. or I^renzetal. to account for these differences. It cannot even be said that there

is even the basis for an improper obvious to try rational because the Giencke et al. and I^renz et

al references specificaUy dictate how the Chakrabarti reference is to be used in the context of

their invention. The Examiner would have to somehow not only assertabasis for the missing

elements of the invention but also assert abasis as to why Chakrabarti shouldbe apphed

-18-
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diftcr^tly &om ft. manner m which me primary reference i«elf .ugge^t i. the appropriate

appUcaUonand why ftcre would be a rea»nab.e expec,a«o„ ofsuc^s forfte~ s

a!Led«odiiica«ons when i,is already ^cwnfiomfte prior ar.ofBurdes.=ae.al.U.S.Pa,e„.

5 084 570) tha. asuccessM cMorinatian process on an alkylMo-mazixie disuMtuted wr«.

aiomltie radicals resulted in less than sa.isfac«>ry results when attonpting to modrly the

conditions to an anuno-alkyltbio-triazine like the compounds used in the applicants- process. A,

of this writing, there has been no supporting evidence has been offered to support any of fl>e

Exanriner-s opinions or to counteract the teachings away and lack of expectarton of success

which is suggested the prior art references cited.

Conclusion
^ _^

Accordingly, it is submitted that when one considers all of&e teachings m the art, one

does not find the motivation to combine the cited references, nor the expectation of success m

doing so. Even if such .pnmafacie case had been estabhshed, the appUcants' submitted

evidence ofunexpected results which would have rebutted such ^primafacie holding.

Reconsideration and withdrawal of the Section 103 rejections are requested.

mrQiTRST Fni> INTERVIEW

m the interest of adhering to the tenets of compact prosecution and obtaining good

customer service, the appHcants request that the teachingsofMPEP 707.070). sectt^^^

be applied, especially with regard to theofferofsuggestion for correction bytheExaminer^fthe

rejections are upheld.

in accordance with MPEP 713.01, section HI. ,l.onld any issue remain >s an

Iil„
- r---

.rvirw.<»l..heF.an..ner>nd.SPF.Kerespee.f.lly

^„e.ted; and, the Examiner .s addirionally reqnes«»i to contact the undersigned to ammge a

^umally convement time and manner for such an inten,iew CAn interview should normally be

a^ged for in advance, as by letter, facsimile, electronic mail, telegram or telephone call, m

order to insure that die primary examiner and/or the examiner in charge ofthe applicahon »11 be

present in the office." Id).
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CONCLUSION

In view of the remarks and amendments herewith, the application is beUeved to be in

cx,ndition for allowance. Favorable reconsideration ofthe appUcation and prompt issuance ofa

Notice of Allowance are earnestly soUcited. The undersigned looks forward to hearing favorably

from the Examiner at an early date, and, the Examiner is invited to telephonically contact the

undersigned to advance prosecution. The Commission is authorized to charge any fee

occasioned by this paper, or credit any overpayment of such fees, to Deposit Account No. 50-

0320.

Respectfully submitted,

FROMMER LAWRENCE & HAUG LLP

Howard C. Lee

Reg. No. 48,104

Telephone: (212) 588-0800

Facsimile: (212) 588-0500
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